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KASHMIRI MARSIYA (ELEGY) MANUSCRIPTS: THE VALUABLE
SOURCES FOR THE DISSEMINATION, RECONSTRUCTION AND
SAFEGUARDING THE HISTORY AND CULTURE
ABSTRACT
Manuscripts are the links to the historical facts that will otherwise remain unknown to the world.
They contain authentic information and facts about the social, political and cultural aspects of a nation.
Therefore their intellectual value cannot be over emphasized. Many countries and nations are joining
hands towards preserving such cultural assets by way of taking conservation and preservation measures
including digitization and documentation.
Marsiya or Elegy has gained more importance after the Martyrdom of Imam Hussain (a.s) and
his companions and household in Karbala. Marsiya has been since written and recited in order to
mourning the tragic events of Karbala. Many Marsiya manuscripts are available in different languages
written during different times by many great writers and poets like Persian, Arabic, Urdu, Balti, Punjabi
and Kashmiri. These Marsiya manuscripts are being used to be recited at different occasions especially
during the month of Muharram-ul-Haram. Many of these Marsiya manuscripts are at the verge of
extinction owning to need of preservation and conservation. The study had identifying and documenting
some of the Kashmiri Marsiya manuscripts.

Keywords: Marsiya, Elegy, Manuscripts, Silah-i-Kahloos, Kitab, baradari

INTRDOUCTION
Culture is defined as knowledge, belief, art, morals, law, custom and any other capabilities and
habits acquired by man as a member of society Chowdhury (2010). He further adds that heritage means
“our legacy from the past, what we live with today and what 676twe pass on to future generations”.
Veltman (1997) says that Culture is concerned with the development of coherent viewpoints which bring
a cumulative effect to otherwise isolated experiences of a group, making them feel special yet allowing
others to have a parallel experience. Hence an Italian’s culture links them with Dante and Petrarch, and
yet they can respect an Indian’s culture which links them with the Vedas and the Mahabharata. The vast
and the rich Culture of India comes in many forms and shapes which urge people to play a central part to
preserve their cultural heritage. Liew (2005) further adds that Culture provides links between the past,
present and the future. Cultural information can bring communities together, as well as promoting the
understanding of a culture and society. Jokilehto (1990) defined cultural heritage as the entire corpus of

material signs - either artistic or symbolic - handed on by the past to each culture and, therefore, to the
whole of humankind. As a constituent part of the confirmation and enhancement of cultural identities, as a
legacy belonging to all humankind, the cultural heritage gives each particular place its recognizable
features and is the storehouse of human experience. The preservation and the presentation of the cultural
heritage are therefore a corner-stone of any cultural policy. The cultural heritage thus should be
considered both in time and in space.
Soualah and Hassoun (2011) say that Manuscripts are living witnesses to human civilization. They
represent a real knowledge medium of a specific era. The access to these works is a real problem because
of their fragility which limits handling; and because distant countries conserving them require travel for
access. The medium of information storage has changed from clay tablets, palm leaves to paper and now
to electronic and optical media. Ahmed (2009) points out that the traditional preservation method
constitute of all form of direct actions aimed at the life expectancy of undamaged or damaged elements of
manuscript like mechanical cleaning solvent cleaning etc .Machine made paper made of wood pulp
containing harmful acidic ingredients that caused deterioration was used. Manuscripts, which contain
centuries of accrued knowledge in such areas as philosophy, sciences, literature, arts and the pluralistic
faith systems of India are more than just historical records. They represent the collective wisdom and
experience of generations of thinkers. In fact the entire gamut of history is left unexplored or partially
explored in manuscripts. Shafi (2004) says that many digital library initiatives focus on preserving
various cultural heritages. Often, the initiatives comprise of various materials such as pictures, maps and
paintings, and manuscripts are one of the materials included. Some Western and Indian digital library of
manuscripts initiatives include MASTER (Manuscript Access Standards for Electronic Records), Oxford
University Manuscripts, Medical Manuscripts in NLM, European Manuscript Server Initiative (EMSI),
and Unesco Memory of World. Those projects have used photographic and digital methods to develop a
full or partial archival copy of the manuscripts available on-line using different software with JPEG
format for image processing in association with different metadata initiatives (as cited in Rifin &
Zainab, 2007).
Marsiya / Marsiyas an Urdu-Persian poetry form that is recited normally on the death of a dear
one. This art form was first originated in Iran where it was customary to recite Marsiya in order to
commemorate and lament the death of Hazrat Hussein and 72 of his comrades during the siege of
Karbala. Marsiya generally consists of six-line units, with a rhyming quatrain, and a couplet on a different
rhyme reveals Indian Poetry (2009). The Marsiya, a form that usually details the seventh-century C.E.
martyrdom of the Prophet of Islam’s grandson, Imam Husain A.S., has a reputation for being more
complex and more erudite than other genres of the Shia Muslim mourning assembly; the majlis reveals
Bard (n.d). Marsiya has its roots in Arabic and Persian literature. They are traditionally either recited by

Marsiya-Khwans or sung by a Marsiya-Soz at Shia mourning assemblies held during the month of
Mohharum. Though its language draws heavily on Arabic and Persian vocabulary, the Urdu Marsiya is
imbued with the color and flavor of the Indian subcontinent. The best of verses are exquisite cameos
composed of images of local flora and fauna, drawing on local custom and tradition.In terms of emotional
range the Marsiya swings between heroic displays of martial skill and tender descriptions of affection and
bereavement between the high moral virtue of the people of the House of the Prophet and their ultimate
vulnerability in the face of death and lossThumri, Chaiti and Sohar (n.d). About the glory of marsia
Husain (2010)says that If one extreme of the literature is Ghazal – the lyrics, then the other is Marsia –
the epic. The Ghazal relates to Ramz– the allusions and the imagined, but the Marsia relates to the real
episodes and its content is not all sweet narrate, but verbosity of battlefield description, pain, valour and
chivalry.When a scene of Karbala is versified in the style of Marsia – the elegy is read with intone in the
rising and falling voice – a generic cut and created to suit the descript, where every scene of Karbala
depicted is articulated through unique and subtle wording of the Marsia.Hyder (2006) the idealmarsiya
open with a Chehra, the section that leads the reader/listener into the subject of that particular marsiya
through a verbal sketch of the description of a particular time of the day, the difficulties of travelling in a
desert, or the praise of Allah (Hamd), Muhammad (Naat),or Ali and the Imams (Manqabat).

Problem
Manuscripts are one of the precious materials of our cultural heritage. They are valuable sources for the
dissemination, reconstruction and safeguarding the history and culture. Manuscripts provide not only the
most authentic witnesses to life in the medieval era, but also a record of what aspects of life were
considered to be of sufficient importance to immortalize in the medium. Kashmiri Marsiya manuscripts
have been written during different time periods almost from 600 years and contain rich and valuable
information about the religion and the tragic events of martyrdom of Imam Hussain (a.s) and his
companions in Karbala. The manuscripts are scattered and form the part of personal collection of many
households of Marsiya writers and orators. Many of these Marsiya manuscripts are at the verge of
extinction owning to need of preservation and conservation. The study makes an endeavor towards
identifying, documenting some of the Kashmiri Marsiya manuscripts.
Scope
The scope of the study is confined to the identification, documentation of some of selected Kashmiri
Marsiya manuscripts.
Objectives
1. To identify various Kashmiri Marsiya manuscripts.
2. To gather relevant information about selected titles.

3. To capture scanned images of selected manuscripts.
4. To document each Marsiya manuscript.
Methodology
For objective 1st and 2nd a survey was carried to various places including households of Marsiya writers
and orators to identify various Marsiya titles and manuscripts. The information pertaining to each
identified manuscript was gathered by consulting Marsiya knowing persons including writers, scribes and
orators, besides few important books were consulted for the same.
For objective 3rd high resolution scanner were used to digitize the manuscript by choose the best
resolution for clarity and easy up and downloading procedures.
For objective 4th MSWord 2003 was used to create documented files of manuscripts with associated
metadata.

Review of Related Literature
Culture is that invisible bond, which ties the people of a community together. Hofstede (2001) says that
Culture could be defined as a collective programming of the mind that distinguishes the members of one
human group from another (as cited in Hakala, Latti& Sandberg, 2011). Zuraidah while studying
Culture says that culture forms everyday lives of the people. The colorful cultures are evident in not only
the music, dances, games, the many art forms and past times, but also in the values, beliefs and norms (as
cited in Manaf and Ismail, 2010). Chowdhury (2010) defines Culture as knowledge, belief, art, morals,
law, custom and any other capabilities and habits acquired by man as a member of society. He further
adds that heritage means” our legacy from the past, what we live with today and what we pass on to
future generations”. Liew (2005) adds that Culture provides links between the past, present and the future.
Cultural information can bring communities together, as well as promoting the understanding of a culture
and society.Veltman (1997) explains that Culture is concerned with the development of coherent
viewpoints which bring a Cumulative effect to otherwise isolated experiences of a group, making them
feel special yet allowing others to have a parallel experience. Hence an Italian’s culture links them with
Dante and Petrarch, and yet they can respect an Indian’s culture which links them with the Vedas and the
Mahabharata. UNESCO says that Cultural heritage is the legacy of physical artifacts and intangible
attributes of a group or society that are inherited from past generations, maintained in the present and
bestowed for the benefit of future generations. Cultural heritage is based on the aspects of our past that we
cherish, want to keep and pass on to future generations and outside world. Cultural heritage manifests
itself in diverse forms, from mega-structures, like pyramids, medieval cities, monastic complexes and
museums, to languages and dialects, songs, art, folk stories, customs, practices and dances.However,
Jokilehto (1990) suggests that cultural heritage should be considered both in time and in space. First, it

no longer stops at the dawn of the nineteenth century but now also embraces the records left behind by the
twentieth century. Second, the aim is not only to preserve increasingly numerous items of cultural
property but also to safeguard complexes which go far beyond single large monuments or individual
buildings.
The preservation of cultural heritage is central to protecting a sense of who we are a meaningful
reference in our culturally diverse world. Ekwelem, Okafor and Ukwoma (2011) states that
“preservation of cultural heritage resources is essential to sustainable development. It recognizes the
importance of cultural continuity and of human history in nourishing social cohesion, a sense of self, of
belonging, and of place in a context within which to understand the past and to contemplate the future”.
Maltesh, Lahkar and Gajakose (2007) says that Culture is preserved through verbal and written forms
on subjects like songs, stories, epics, novels, poems, philosophical treatises, manuals, performances etc.
Williams (2001) states that preservation of cultural heritage resources is very important to the
development of the various cultures. It is a witness of where we have come from and where we are (as
cited in Ekwelem, Okafor and Ukwoma, 2011) .Conway (1990)adds further that the purpose of
preservation is to protect information of enduring value for access by present and future generations (as
cited in Hedstrom, 1997). Ramana (2005) says that Preservation of traditional materials became more
successful and systematic after libraries and archives integrated preservation into overall planning. Manaf
and Ismail (2010) further adds that these institutions provide their respective communities with
scientific, creative and cultural heritage resources. Day (1997) is among the earliest authors to discuss the
importance of recording technological context for digital preservation. He suggested that Dublin Core
elements could be used to preserve details (e.g., migration, encoding) about the technical context of
digital materials. Furthermore he suggests that the metadata recorded for each instance would make it
possible to discover how to accurately manipulate and display digital materials (as cited in Beaudoin,
2012). In recent decades, many major libraries and archives established formal preservation programs for
traditional materials in paper, microform, photographic, and to a lesser degree audio-visual formats
observes (Hedstrom, 1997). Liu (1999) says that in a changing society, the lack of funds and experienced
librarians and the need to preserve precious historic and cultural heritage is particularly challenging. In
order to resolve this difficult situation, networking and co-operation between libraries, archives and
information departments is vital.

MANUSCRIPT FILES AND DOCUMENTATION
Manuscript No

1

Title

Silah-i-Khaloos

Author

Munshi Shah Mohammad

Date of manuscript

1973

Date of content

1300 Hijri

Language

Kashmiri

Physical description

Length= 30cm, Breadth=20cm

Script

Perso- Arabic

Origin

Kashmir

Material used

Paper

Scribe

Mohammad Ashraf

Orator

Ali Mohammad

No. of folios

9

No. of satires

12

Annotation /Notes
The manuscript entitled “Silah-i-Khaloos” which means weapon of truth. This title is written by
Munshi Shah Mohammad written in Kashmiri language in 1300 Hijri. The author has
attractively discussed all the four parts of this title in a well-ordered manner.
In the Hamd part the author praises Allah. He says O Allah give me the weapon of truth so that I
can defend myself from this false world. Allah has made this world very beautifully in the day.
He brights the world with the weapon of sun and in the night He decorated the world with the
light of moon and stars.
In the Naat part author praises prophet Muhammad (S.A.W) and in the Manqabat part author
praises Imam Ali (A.S).His sword “Zulfiqar” is given Allah to Hazrat Ali (a.s). He uses his
sword in defense of Islam always. Ali a.s is known as Lion of Allah. He is also known as
Assadullah which means Hand of Allah.
In the Dard part author discusses the Shahadat of Imam Hussain. He says imam Hussain was
very thirsty from three days. He says who snatched the weapon of imam Hussain (a.s). Who had
cut off his arms? From which sword the Shimr (l.a) cut off his neck. Pillar of Islam were broken
down in Karbala. On the day of Ashura Imam Hussain (a.s) got martyred in the battle of Karbala
with his 72 companions.

Manuscript No

2

Title

Kitab (Book) or Madrasah (School)

Author

Mulla Hakeem Azeem

Date of manuscript

1993

Date of content

20th century

Language

Kashmiri

Physical description

Length=30cm and Breadth=20cm

Script

Perso-Arabic

Origin

Kashmir

Material used

Paper

Scribe

Mulla Abdul Raheem

No. of folios

4

Orator

Khawaja Akbar

No. of stanzas

11

Annotation/ Notes
The manuscript entitled “Kitab” literally connotes book from which we read and gain
knowledge. The title “Kitab” is written by Mulla Hakeem Azeem in Kashmiri language during
the first half of the twentieth century. The author have beautifully interrelated various concepts
of the Marsiya in all the four parts viz ((Hamd, Naat, Manqabat and Dard) in an ordered manner.
ma
In the first part i.e. Hamd author writes Alastu bi Rabbikum from a verse in the Qur'an
(7:172). where the commentary indicates that on the Primordial Day, before the advent of our
earthly lives, when the soul of every human being was summoned into the Divine Presence, and
God made Himself known to collective humanity and asked the question: “Alastu bi
Rabbikum?”, which means "Am I not your Lord?" And they answered “BalaShahidna”,
“BalaShahidna” “Yes,
verily we testify to that”.).
“When your Lord took out the offsp
offspring
ring from the loins of the Children of Adam and made them
bear witness about themselves, ‘Am I not your Lord?’ (Alastu bi Rabbikum?), and they replied,
‘Yes, we bear witness’ (BalaShahidna)
(BalaShahidna).. So you cannot say on the Day of Resurrection, ‘We
were not aware of this’.” (Qur’ân 7:172)
The author quoted the Surah Ash
Ash- Shura verse number 23 given below.

In which he describes

This is that of which Allah gives the glad
glad-tidings
tidings to His bondmen who believed and did good
deeds. Say you, "I ask not of you any wage for it but affection in respect of kinship". And
whoever does a good-deed,
deed, we shall increase to him good in respect thereof. Undoubtedly, Allah
is Forgiving, Appreciating.
One of the hadith quoted by author in this title is

أ ـــ ا ـ وٌ ــ
ا
ــ أراد ـــــ  ا ـــــب

Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) in this hadith says
I am the dwelling of [spiritual] knowledge (I’lm) and
Ali is its gateway.
He, who wants to reach this dwelling, should come through this gateway.

Relation of title “Kitab” with Karbala.
Kitab (means Quran) the divine book of Allah. The messenger of Allah i.e. Prophet Muhammad
(s.a.w) helped people to get rid from darkness and ignorance by sharing the fountains of
knowledge in the form of glorious Quran (The words of Allah) and authentic hadith. In the field
of Karbala Imam Hussein (A.S) addresses Saad (the commander of yazeed’s army) by reciting
few verses from holy Quran. The holy Quran has been revealed in the honour of our household.
Have you not heard Surah Mohammad (s.a.w)? My Grandfather usually used to quote
“HADITH AL-THAQALAIN”.
،,20 و! و. /ب ا0 آ:() رك * ا,  وإ، !" # أن أد%&إ أو
—0  أه,20 و،رض5 ا# ء ا7  ود  ا8 /ب ا0— آ
،دا  ا @?ض2 #08 920:  ; أ2 أ2< وإن ا >= ا
; ?:<, =وا آ2A
The Prophet addresses his followers: O' People! I am about to be called upon [by the Most
High] and so I will soon be leaving you. I will bequeath you two most precious matters. They
are:
The book of Allah, as a cord extended from heaven to earth, and My Itra [family], AhlulBayt.
Allah, the Benevolent and the All-Knowing have informed me that these two will be inseparable
(from each other) till they reach me at the Pool of Blessings in Heaven. See then, O' people, how
well you are to deal with them after I depart [from this world]

But in reward they martyred Imam Hussain (A.S) the grandson of Prophet Muhammad (s.a.w)
and his kith’s and kins without showing any signs of mercy.

Manuscript No

3

Title

Baradari (Brotherhood)

Author

Mulla Hakeem Azeem &
Munshi Mohammad Yusuf

Date of manuscript

1993

Date of content

1200 Hijri

Language

Kashmiri

Physical description

Length= 30cm, Breadth=20cm

Script

Perso- Arabic

Origin

Kashmir

Material used

Paper

Scribe

Mulla Abdul Raheem

Orator

Ali Mohammad

No. of folios

6

No. of stanzas

12

Annotation /Notes
The manuscript entitled “Baradari” means brotherhood. This title is a collaborative work of
Mulla Hakeem Azeem and Munshi Mohammad Yusuf written in Kashmiri language in 1200
Hijri. The authors have attractively discussed all the four parts of this title in a well-ordered
manner. In the Hamd part they have discussed about Prophet Yusuf (a.s) and the incident in
which his brothers threw him into the well.
In the Naat part they discuss the brotherhood of Hazrat Haroon (a.s) and Hazrat Moosa (a.s) how
they both became prophets. The author also discusses about the relation of Prophet Mohammad
(s.a.w) and Hazrat Ali (a.s). The author says that Ali (a.s) was very much trustworthy cousin
brother of Prophet Mohammad (s.a.w). Prophet Muhammad announced that he had received an
important revelation from Allah, and made a halt at the pond called “Ghadir Khumm”. A
make-shift dais was erected from sadles, sticks and camel skins and as soon as all the pilgrims
were gathered, he acted upon the revelation of Ayah-e “Gadhir Khumm”.
"O Messenger (Prophet), deliver to the people what has been revealed to you from your Lord and
if you do not do so then you will not have delivered His message and Allah will protect you from
the people. For God does not guide those who reject Faith."
YA

'AYYUHARRASOOLU

BALLIGMAA

UNZILA

ILAYKA

MIR-

RABBIK.WAILLAMTAF'ALFAMAABALLAGTARISAALATAH.
WALLAAHUYA'SIMUKAMINANNAAS.INNAL'LAAHALAAYAHDILQAWMALKAA
FIRIIN. QURAN 5:67
The Prophet then declared "'Man Kuntu Mowlahu Fahaza Aliyun Mowlahu’ - 'He of
whomever I am the Master-Lord (Mowla), Ali is his Master-Lord (Mowla).
In the dard part the authors talk about the priceless brotherhood relationship between Imam
Hussain (a.s) and his brother Hazrat Abass (a.s).The portion mainly discusses the tragic event of
Shahadat of Hazrat Abass Ibn Ali (a.s) the most loyal and faithful brother of imam Hussein (a.s).
The authors have plotted different tragic events that resulted as the consequences of Shahadat of
Hazrat Abass (a.s). Besides the authors have also talked about the Imam Hussain (a.s) and his
sister Hazrat Zainab (s.a).The overwhelming power of love of Hazrat Zainab (s.a) for her brother
has been beautifully illustrated. She sacrificed her two children Aun and Muhammad for the sake
of Islam in Karbala.

Manuscript No

4

Title

Bazu (Arms)

Author

Munshi Mustafa Ali &
Munshi Mohammad Yusuf

Date of manuscript

1993

Date of content

1300 Hijri

Language

Kashmiri

Physical description

Length =20cm, Breadth=12cm

Script

Perso- Arabic

Origin

Kashmir

Material used

Paper

Scribe

Mohammad Ashraf

Orator

Hussain Joo and Akbar Ali

No. of folios

5

No. of stanzas

9

Annotation /Notes
The manuscript entitled “Bazu” means “Arms”. This Marsiya is a collaborative work of Munshi
Mustafa Ali and Munshi Mohammed Yusuf written in Kashmiri language. In the Hamd part
authors praises the almighty Allah. They say Oh! Allah you have created this magnificent world
with your hands. How can a common man get enough strength in his arms to stand up and thank
you for all these blessings? Oh Allah doesn’t keep my arms far from the reach of fourteen
infallibles.
In the Madah part the authors say how the victory of Imam Ali (a.s) in the battle of Khyber gave
new strength to the arms of Islam when Imam torned Marhab into two equal halves by a single
war of his sword (“Zulfikar”). With the death of Marhab the whole of the Jews army run for their
lives. Imam Ali (a.s) is also named as “Assadullah” which means arms of Allah.
In the Dard part the authors have discussed this title very beautifully mostly using the word
“Bazu”. This title mostly discusses the shahadat of Hazrat Jafar-e-Tayyar and the shahadat of
Hazrat Abass (a.s). Hazrat Jafar-e-Tayyar was the brother of Hazrat Ali (a.s) and similarly
Hazrat Abass (a.s) was a faithful and trustworthy brother of Imam Hussein (a.s).
In this title authors mostly describes how Jafar-e-Tayyar lost his “Bazu” (arms) in the battle of
Mu’tah and similarly Hazrat Abass (a.s) lost his “Bazu” (arms) in the battle of Karbala. A brief
description of these two events is given below.
In the battle of Mu'tah, Ja'far- e-Tayyar carried the banner of Islam and was out-numbered by the
enemies and killed. The two arms of one of Muhammad's bravest followers and his army's
standard-bearer, Jafar at-Tayyar, brother of Imam Ali (a.s), were cut off in the battle and he was
martyred. When the news reached Prophet Muhammad (s.a.w) he cried and prayed for Jafar's
soul and the angel Gabriel came down and consoled Prophet Muhammad (s.a.w) saying "Jafar
was a brave and loyal soldier. God has given him everlasting life, and in place of his arms which
were cut off in the battle, the Lord has given him a pair of wings". Because of this saying of the
Holy Prophet Muhammad (s.a.w), Hazrat Jaffer-e-Tayyar was styled as "ZulJanaheen".
The height of the greatness of the personality of Hazrat Abbas (A.S) reached its peak in Karbala
and the heroic martyrdom. In chaotic conditions when the people were entangled with worldly
desires and succumbed to the offer of posts, he became the Imam's (a.s) flag bearer and led his
troops.Guarding the Imam, protecting the tents of the womenfolk of the Prophet's (s.a.w)
household, caring for the children and making a sacrifice to bring water to the thirsty camp of

Imam Hussein (PBUH) were among the most beautiful and epical manifestations of his life in
Karbala.In reality in Karbala Hazrat Abbas' (a.s) effort to satisfy God and carry out his duty,
astonished the world.
In Karbala Yazid's troops cut the water supply to the Imam's (a.s) camp. When the young
children could no longer tolerate thirst, Hazrat Abbas (A.S) volunteered to bring them water. But
this was almost impossible. With his courage, he drove away hordes of enemies and reached the
banks of the River Euphrates. Although he was thirsty himself, he never drank a drop of water.
After filling the goatskin water-carrier, while he was making his way towards the Imam's camp,
the cowardly enemy attacked him from all sides. One of his hands was severed when he was
struck from behind.
He fought single-handedly with his left arm, which was also severed by the Omayyad marauders.
Nevertheless, he spurred his horse towards the Imam's camp hoping to take water to the thirsty
children. Alas, he was not destined to do so. The enemies burst upon him like a pack of jackals
and shot arrows in his eye and at his chest piercing the goatskin water-carrier and making the
water flow on the ground.

Manuscript No

5

Title

Keemya (Chemistry)

Author

Munshi Safdar

Date of manuscript

1973

Date of content

1300 Hijri

Language

Kashmiri

Physical description

Length =20cm, breadth=12cm

Script

Perso- Arabic

Origin

Kashmir

Material used

Paper

Scribe

Mohammad Ashraf

Orator

Khawaja Akbar

No. of folios

12

No. of stanzas

6

Annotation /Notes

The manuscript entitled “Keemya “means chemistry is written by Munshi Safdar in Kashmiri
language during 1300 Hijri. The author has beautifully discussed various concepts of the Marsiya
in all the four parts in an ordered manner.
In the first part Hamd the author explains the miracle of Hazrat Ali (a.s) about a mountain
which got transformed into gold.
The author also speaks about a stone named as “Sangi faras”, which means “Alchemists stone”
or “Philosophers” the main feature of the stone was that if it got touched with any object it got
converted into gold. This feature to that stone was given by Allah because that stone remained
the step stone of Hazrat Ali (a.s) for many years. He also explains one of the most important
battles in Islamic history i.e. the battle of Khyber. The battle of Khyber started on 24th Rajab 7
al-hijri .Khyber was a locality at a distance of about 96 Kms from Medina. The Muslim army
was 1400 in number and the Jews were 14000 in number. The Jews of Medina ever since their
treachery during the battle of Khandaq, were always on the lookout for some mischief to hurt
Islam. This mischief mongering increased so much so that they were banished from the city to
live outside Medina. They had extensive lands and had built strong fortresses where most of the
Jewish community lived. The fort of Khyber was a strong fort built of stones with an iron gate. It
was the strong hold of the Jews who invaded Muslim lands and villages around the area. They
killed Muslims and looted their property. Warnings were given to the Jews of Khyber to stop
their mischievous deeds but they did not bother even to acknowledge their misdeeds.
The Holy Prophet proceeded to stop this problem for the Muslims. Muslim forces encamped
outside this fort. It was in the month of Muharram in the 7th year of Hijra. That night the Prophet
(s.a.w) announced,” Tomorrow I will give the flag of Islam to a man who is brave and does not
run away from the battlefield, he loves Allah and the Prophet (s.a.w) of Allah and Allah and His
Prophet (s.a.w) love him.” The Next day, after morning prayers the Prophet called for Ali (AS)
and gave the Flag in his hands. Ali (AS) holding the flag in his hand went towards the fort.
Noticing that only one man was coming towards the fort the Jews did not come out in the open
field. Reaching the gates of the fort Ali fixed the pole on a hard stone slab. Noticing the fixing of
the flag on a hard stone, a Jew who was a learned scholar, asked from the top of the wall, " who
are you? ”Ali replied, “I am Ali son of Abu Talib.” Hearing the name the learned scholar turned
towards his people and told them, “I have read in the sacred “Bothat” a man of this name will

defeat you." In accordance with the convention of the Arabs, Ali announced his challenge and
demanded the bravest of them to come out and fight him in single combat.
Merhub, one of the brave and skilled warriors came out and was killed by Ali (AS) in one blow.
His brother Anter came out and he was also killed in a single blow of Hazrat Ali (AS’s) sword
“Zulfiqar”. Once these brothers were killed Ali (a.s) went towards the iron gates and brought
them down. Once the gates were open Muslims entered the fort and soon the jews were defeated.
This was a great victory for Muslims, for the Jews were a mischievous lot and had been giving a
lot of trouble to Muslims of Medina and those living around. Most of the Jewish land came into
the muslims hands.
In the Dard part author discusses about the Imam Zainul Abideen (a.s) and Hazrat Zainab (s.a)
and their followers when they were captured and prisoned by Yazeed. After having had set their
tents on fire, they took everyone (including the ailing Imam Zainul Abideen (a.s)) as captives.
The captives were treated quite harshly. They were placed on bare back camels, and put through
a long exhaustive journey from Kufa to Damascus (a distance of about 700 miles). During the
journey, the women were without their head-covers, while ahead of them the captors were
carrying the severed heads of Al-Husain (a.s) and others hoisted atop spears. The Muslim
Ummah of Syria also joined the army in celebration, not knowing they were witnessing the
family of the Prophet (s.a.w) so desecrated. The portion then discusses how the captives were ill
treated by the tryants and how the head of Imam Hussain (a.s) was sent in the prison to Hazrat
Zainab (s.a) and other family members with ill aim of further hurting their sentiments and testing
their patience.

CONCLUSION
Kashmiri Marsiya has been written during different time periods by some great writers especially
from more than 600 years. These Marsiya manuscripts form a part of collection of households of
some renowned Marsiya writers, scribes and orators and can be found in deteriorated form and
not much attention has been paid towards their safeguarding and preservation.
With the changes in times especially the changing modes of accessing information these
manuscripts has either remained a part of personal collection with less or no attention. We will
be losing this important cultural asset if appropriate steps are not taken for their preservation and
conservation.

Libraries and information centres have transformed their activities towards preservation of such
cultural assets and are world over involved in such endeavors. With the advent of open access
software and digital libraries these things have become possible with less financial implications.
Open source Software is an important tool to build the digital library collections. The digital
library of Marsiya manuscripts is a step towards finding opportunities and methods of digitized
such valuable cultural assets. It is also suggests that wider user oriented programs by libraries
and archival institutions need to be put in place in order to convince the common masses for
making their personal collections available for digitization of long term preservation.
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